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Kingdom Family Diversity 
Ephesians 4:7-11


Ephesians 4: 4-11 (NASB) 
There is one body and one Spirit, just as also you were called in one hope of your calling; 5 one 
Lord, one faith, one baptism, 6 one God and Father of all who is over all and through all and in all.

7 But to each one of us grace was given according to the measure of Christ’s gift.
8 Therefore it says, “When He ascended on high, He led captive a host of captives, And He 
gave gifts to men.”

9 Now this expression, “He ascended,” what does it mean except that He also had descended 
into the lower parts of the earth? 10 He who descended is Himself also He who ascended far 
above all the heavens, so that He might fill all things. 11 And He gave some as apostles, and 
some as prophets, and some as evangelists, and some as pastors and teachers 

The Apostle Paul has been describing the goal for UNITY in the Church.

• Last week Dom taught about unity and mentioned the necessity of diversity in order to experience 

true UNITY.


Paul wants us to know that we are all equal in Jesus—and this is a GOOD THING. 
• Emphasizing our sameness in Jesus leads us to love & honor each other despite our differences.


And our text today builds on this:

He adds that we are all also DIFFERENT—and that is a GOOD THING too. 
• His emphasis on our differences legitimizes our differences and leads us to RESPECT each other 

for our differences.


Paul more fully lays out this idea of God's Kingdom Family design of “unity-through-diversity”. 
In fact, He is about to describe God’s Kingdom Family unity using the metaphor of a BODY.

• One body with many parts.

• it is a unity DUE TO diversity.


- Unity without diversity is not unity, it is HOMOGENY.

- Diversity without unity is not diversity, it is SEGREGATION.

Paul is laying the foundation for UNITY in God’s Kingdom Family, and this unity DEPENDS ON 
the diversity that God has engineered into His family plan. 
• Just like the very diverse parts of our physical bodies work in unison to provide healthy function 

and form to a healthy body… 
• so has God has designed and designated diverse people and diverse gifts to function and form 

HIS healthy Kingdom Family. 

And it is VITAL for any body—a living creature, a Church, and even an Army to value the diversity of 
its many parts.


General George S. Patton was a very successful and audacious General during WWII.

• He understood the power of combined arms, and deployed a diverse assault across Europe.

• He was an infantryman at heart, but valued and welcomed other useful tactical means to advance 

his Army.

• His deployment and use of the 9th Air Force—a tactical air force—was extensive and is 

fascinating to read about..

General Patton had a clear view of what it meant to win. 
• His tactics emphasized violent action and speed to exploit any opportunity. 
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• His standing orders were to attack and force the enemy to react to HIS tactics rather than the 

opposite.

With these strengths it would seem Patton was unstoppable—and he often was… 

BUT Patton’s BIG weakness was that he never really grasped the idea of logistics.  
• He understood logistics, of course, but was much more interested in the POINT of the arrow…


Patton was all about the attack—keeping his enemy on their heels, and he had little respect 
for the the heavy lifting required to get the fuel and ammunition and rations to the front.  
This weakness cost the allies lives and in some cases lost ground as troops were forced to hold their 
position or even fall back to wait for supplies. 

One historian summed up Patton’s tactical shortcomings this way: 
“He was a brilliant field General with a foolish tendency, for he cared deeply about the arrow he fired, 
but neglected the bow that fired it.” 

A Nigerian proverb says:

Even as the archer loves the arrow that flies, so too he loves the bow that remains 
constant in his hands. 

This is Paul’s point in our passage today: God’s Kingdom Family is designed around UNITY.

• And this UNITY requires each diverse part to function as God has designed it to 

function.


We will look at the metaphor of the BODY of Christ more in coming weeks, but today it is 
important for us to we understand that this is the idea that Paul has in mind as he writes our 
passage for this morning.

• Paul is saying that Jesus is the HEAD of the Body, and we all receive our purpose and 

our power from Him.

• And just like a BODY requires VAST diversity in its parts in order for healthy function, so 

does the Kingdom Family of God require diverse family members to each function and 
walk in their unique gifts.


We see UNITY is the goal and DIVERSITY is the means…


Ephesians 4:4-7 (NASB) 
There is one body and one Spirit, just as also you were called in one hope of your calling; 5 one 
Lord, one faith, one baptism, 6 one God and Father of all who is over all and through all and in all.

7 But to each one of us grace was given according to the measure of Christ’s gift.


There is ONE Spirit, Hope, Lord, Faith, Baptism, God, Father…

**BUT**

Paul is saying ALTHOUGH there is unity within the Family of God, there MUST ALSO be 
diversity. 
We are all united IN Jesus

• BY Jesus

• FOR Jesus

• BECAUSE of Jesus…

BUT—there are differences in us because of the differences in the gifts we have each been 
given.
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Each part of God’s Kingdom Family is uniquely gifted to uniquely function in order for 
us to experience true unity. 
• These Gifts are VITAL

• They are GENEROUS

• And there are COSTLY.


These gifts were given “according to the measure of Jesus’ gift”…

What does it mean to get a gift that is “measured” with Jesus’? 
What is that “measure”? 
• What lengths did Jesus go to in order to bring us unity— to bring us into God’s Kingdom Family?

• What was the “measure” taken in order for us to be reconciled to God and to one another?

• The “measure” was extreme!


Paul explains this great measure—the GREAT LENGTHS—Jesus went to by teaching us Psalm 
68:18:


Ephesians 4:7-8 (NASB) 
But to each one of us grace was given according to the measure of Christ’s gift. 8 Therefore it 
says, “When He ascended on high, He led captive a host of captives, And He gave gifts to 
men.” 
**He explains the Psalm in the next verse:

 9 Now this expression, “He ascended,” what does it mean except that He also had descended 
into the lower parts of the earth? 10 He who descended is Himself also He who ascended far 
above all the heavens, so that He might fill all things. 

Up to this point Paul has been laying out the case for unity in the Church—that we are all united: 

• IN Jesus

• BY Jesus

• FOR Jesus.

Now as he shifts emphasis from the UNITY of God’s Kingdom Family to the DIVERSITY of function 
that makes this unity real, Paul points to the SOURCE of our diversity—JESUS.


He explains that the MEASURE of the gift that Jesus has given to us is that Jesus DESCENDED—he 
stepped out of heaven.

• Jesus SUBMITTED—He chose to do the will of the FATHER and step out into the world in love.

• Jesus SACRIFICED—He laid down His privilege and rights and even His life for US.


God Himself expresses unity by deferring to the diversity of the triune Godhead. 
• Jesus explains and demonstrates the Father’s love best by laying down His own life for us.

• The Father directs all attention and channels all of His love for us through Jesus.


Colossians 1:15a (NASB)  
He is the image of the invisible God… 

• And both Jesus and the Father defer to the Spirit in order to lead and empower people to know 
Jesus.


Jesus’ gift of salvation to us was a sacrificial gift.

• Jesus sacrificed His life to express, expose and enable the love of the Father FOR us.

This sacrifice—this self-abandonment—seems foreign to our cultural understanding, but self-
abandonment and sacrifice is CENTRAL to our call as Christians!
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We tend to think of ourselves as autonomous individuals choosing our own path in life.  But 
we were not created as autonomous individuals.  We were created in God’s image.  This is why 
our culture’s radical sense of individualism creates in us is a very REAL tension. 

Robert Bellah was a Sociologist and Professor of Sociology at UC Berkley for decades.

• He studied the sociology of religion, and he had some tremendous insight into this tension 

between a Christian's sense of individualism and this truth that we are created in God’s image:


“Individualism lies at the very core of American culture.  American individualism with its 
primary emphasis on self-reliance has led to the notion of pure, undetermined choice, free of 
tradition, obligation, or commitment, as the essence of self.” — Robert Bellah, Habits of the Heart: 
Individualism and American Culture 

• Freedom from commitment is the ultimate end of individualism: “Every man for himself.”

• This is NOT the pattern we see in the Godhead, OR the pattern we see in the NT Church.


Rather than starting with assumed individualism, let’s start with the image of God:

• God exists as one God in the communion/community of 3 persons: Father, Son & Holy Spirit.

The names God uses to describe His triune nature implies RELATIONSHIP—not INDIVIDUALISM.

• “Father” is the name that a man with a SON assumes.

• “Son” is the name a man with a father assumes.

• “Holy Spirit” is a title taken by virtue of His interaction with the Father & Son.


The Father, Son & Spirit are distinct persons by virtue of their relationship with each other.


One theologian puts it this way:

“God is no more than what the Father, Son and Holy Spirit give to and receive from one 
another in the inseparable communion that is the outcome of their love…There is no ‘being’ of 
God other than this dynamic of unique persons in relationship.”—Colin Gunton 

In other words, God defines Himself in terms of the inner-relationships that exist among the diverse 
persons of the Trinity.

• God Himself defines Himself as a unified entity—as diverse persons loving, deferring and 

submitting to each other.

• The Father is ALWAYS the Father—unique and vital to the nature of God.

• The Son is always the Son

• The Holy Spirit is always the Spirit.


God’s triune nature is never blended or separated—He is always 3 diverse, distinct and unified 
entities God.

…and we are made in HIS image, His likeness, His essence: 

Genesis 1:26-28 (NASB) 
Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; and let them rule 
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over the cattle and over all the earth, 
and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.” 27 God created man in His own 
image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He created them. 28 God blessed 
them; and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it; and rule 
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over every living thing that moves on 
the earth.”  
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Contrast this mutual submission we see in God’s design for humanity to Western culture’s obsession 
with radical individualism.


Is a person defined in terms of their individual autonomy and successes apart from others--as 
culture defines personhood?


—OR—

Is a person defined in terms of relationships with other persons—as God defines Himself?


Each of us IS unique—just like the members of the trinity are unique. 
We see in the nature of God a FREEDOM found in the inner-relationship and mutual submission of 
God’s 3 distinct and diverse persons.

• God shows us that our freedom is found in RELATIONSHIP with each other—NOT in freedom 

FROM other people (typical Western perspective).

• Not freedom FROM others, but freedom FOR others.

This paradox exposes the value of uniqueness and distinctiveness in our unity in Jesus. 

Theologian Michael Downey expresses it in this way:


“The human person is not an individual, not a self-contained being who at some point or some 
stage in life chooses or elects to be in relationship with another and with others.  From the 
very first moment of existence, the infant is toward the other, ordinarily the mother and father, 
who is, in turn, toward and for the infant.  From our origin we are related to others. We are 
from others, by others, toward others, for others, just as it is in God to exist in the relations of 
interpersonal love.”—Michael Downey, Altogether Gift 

We ARE relational—that is WHAT WE ARE.

• But examining God’s image in order to understand ourselves, our diversity, and our unity doesn’t 

just reveal that we are essentially relational…


Examining God’s image also reveals important characteristics about His inter-personal 
relationships which help us understand what our interpersonal relationships should look like. 

The Gospel of John reveals four characteristics that help define the relationships between the Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit.  

Four characteristics that define God’s relational nature: 
1. Full Equality 
2. Mutual Submission 
3. Intimacy 
4. Deference to other 

The Apostle of John revels the equality between God the Father and God the Son:


John 1:1-2 (NASB)  
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 2 He was 
in the beginning with God.  
 
The Father and son enjoy a relationship of FULL EQUALITY.

And then we see that FROM this FULL EQUALITY flows Jesus’ MUTUAL SUBMISSION:


John 1:3-5 (NASB) 
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3 All things came into being through Him, and apart from Him nothing came into being that 
has come into being. 4 In Him was life, and the life was the Light of men. 5 The Light shines in 
the darkness, and the darkness did not comprehend it. 

The Father defers to His son—the task and privilege of speaking creation into existence is given to 
Jesus.

And then we see the submission of the Son to the Father as Jesus steps OUT of heaven and AWAY 
from privilege in submission to the Father:


John 1:14 (NASB)  
And the Word became flesh, and dwelt among us, and we saw His glory, glory as of the only 
begotten from the Father, full of grace and truth. 

The son DEFERS to the Father—stepping out of heaven in order to make the Father—not Himself—
known.


Then in John chapter 5 we see all 4 relational characteristics of God’s relational nature: 

• Full Equality, Mutual Submission, Intimacy, Deference to each other…


All of God’s relational nature is FIRING on all cylinders!


John 5:18-23 (NASB)  
For this reason therefore the Jews were seeking all the more to kill Him, because He not only 
was breaking the Sabbath, but also was calling God His own Father, making Himself equal 
with God. 
19 Therefore Jesus answered and was saying to them, “Truly, truly, I say to you, the Son can 
do nothing of Himself, unless it is something He sees the Father doing; for whatever the 
Father does, these things the Son also does in like manner. 20 For the Father loves the Son, 
and shows Him all things that He Himself is doing; and the Father will show Him greater works 
than these, so that you will marvel. 21 For just as the Father raises the dead and gives them 
life, even so the Son also gives life to whom He wishes. 22 For not even the Father judges 
anyone, but He has given all judgment to the Son, 23 so that all will honor the Son even as 
they honor the Father. He who does not honor the Son does not honor the Father who sent 
Him. 

Here we see the religious leaders wanting to kill Jesus because He was breaking the Sabbath AND 
He was calling God His Father.

• Jesus clearly reveals His equality with the Father.

• He clearly reveals the Father’s deference to the Son

• He exposes the mutual submission as he states He can only do what the Father does and also 

that the Father defers to the Son by leaving all judgment to the Son.

• Jesus also reveals the beautiful intimacy and UNITY between Father and the Son by “Showing 

the Son all that He is doing”

We see the same 4 relational characteristics of God in John chapter 8 and again in John ch 10…


Then in John ch14 Jesus involves the Holy Spirit into the relational equation.

• During the discourse in the upper room just before Jesus’ arrest, we see the Full Equality, Mutual 

Submission, Intimacy, Deference between Father, Son and Spirit.


John 14:13,16 (NASB)  
Whatever you ask in My name, that will I do, so that the Father may be glorified in the Son.   
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16 I will ask the Father, and He will give you another Helper, that He may be with you forever 

Notice the EQUALITY of the Spirit and the Son—Jesus calls Him “ANOTHER Helper”

• NOT a different kind of helper…

• The Spirit is ANOTHER—of the same kind of—Helper.


Basically, whatever Jesus is, the Spirit is ANOTHER HELP in the same vein.


In John 16 we see the Spirit’s mutual submission to the Son & Father:


John 16:13-15 (NASB)  
But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will guide you into all the truth; for He will not 
speak on His own initiative, but whatever He hears, He will speak; and He will disclose to you 
what is to come. 14 He will glorify Me, for He will take of Mine and will disclose it to you. 15 All 
things that the Father has are Mine; therefore I said that He takes of Mine and will 
disclose it to you. 

The Spirit is GLADLY submitted to the Son and the Father, and the Son & Father defer the role of 
“helper” and “empowerer” to the Spirit.


Father, Son & Holy Spirit—3 unique, distinct, diverse, different, individual persons…

• All fully equal to one another

• All mutually submitted to each other

• All working from a place of intimacy with each other

• All deferring to one-another.

We see in the image of God TRUE HOPE for His Church!!

And in John ch 17 we see the invitation for US to Join Him—IN HIS LOVING IMAGE! 

John 17:20-23, 26 (NASB)  
“I do not ask on behalf of these alone, but for those also who believe in Me through their 
word; 21 that they may all be one; even as You, Father, are in Me and I in You, that they also 
may be in Us, so that the world may believe that You sent Me. 
22 The glory which You have given Me I have given to them, that they may be one, just as We 
are one; 23 I in them and You in Me, that they may be perfected in unity, so that the world 
may know that You sent Me, and loved them, even as You have loved Me.  

26 I have made Your name known to them, and will make it known, so that the love with which 
You loved Me may be in them, and I in them.” 

Jesus is praying to the Father—asking that all who believe in Him would participate in LOVE, 
DEFERENCE, JOYFUL INTIMACY, and SUBMISSION TO the Father, Son & Spirit.


The characteristics that define the relational image of God are the same characteristics that we are 
invited into when we are brought into God’s Kingdom Family.

• These characteristics are VITAL for healthy Kingdom Family relationships.

• The image of God is our model for human relationships—especially in God's Kingdom Family.

This is the relationship that the Apostle John invites us into in 1st John…


1 John 1:3-4 (NASB)  
What we have seen and heard we proclaim to you also, so that you too may have fellowship 
with us; and indeed our fellowship is with the Father, and with His Son Jesus Christ. 4 These 
things we write, so that our joy may be made complete. 
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This invitation is a game-changer.

We don’t invite others “in”—we GIVE OURSELVES to others in relationships as we give ourselves to 
God and God gives of Himself to us.


In our relationships together—our “koinonia” or fellowship—we share ourselves with one 
another AND we share together in the life of God—enjoying & sharing the same intimacy of 
Father, Son & Spirit. 

We image God in our diversity:

• Our unique gifts…

• Our unique personalities…

• Our unique strengths…


But our diversity only images God when it fuels the UNITY that we are called to as God’s Family.


The diversity God’s Kingdom Kids is the fuel that powers the engine of Kingdom Family Unity.

• Equality, Intimacy, submission, and deference need to characterize Kingdom Family relationships


This flies in the face of the radical individualism of our Western culture.

• Kingdom Family relationships will stand in stark contrast to relationships outside of God’s Family.

• We honor one another.

• We submit to one another.

• We defer to one another.

• We pursue intimacy—trust and transparency—in our relationships.


This affects our personal relationships, but also our corporate relationship.

• RVTA is led by Elders who work in mutual submission to one another.

• Our finance team is made of men on and not on staff—all mutually submitted to one another.

• Our preaching team shares the pulpit and is mutually submitted to one another—meeting weekly 

to submit our sermon to the team.

• Each ministry endeavors to establish and maintain leadership partnership or team that co-labors 

in mutual submission to one another.

• We submit the Church vision, budget and annual finances to the Church Body every year on a 

Sunday morning when the Kingdom Family is all here.


The goal in all of these efforts is not simply accountability—it is SO MUCH MORE than that!

The goal is UNITY!! 

Paul concludes our text for today by noting that Jesus has gifted each of us with a UNIQUE gift—
and some of these gifts are for leadership:


Ephesians 4:17 (NASB)  
And He gave some as apostles, and some as prophets, and some as evangelists, and 
some as pastors and teachers 

We will examine the PURPOSE of these gifts in a couple of weeks.

What is important for us to see today is that there is DIVERSITY in the gifts that God has given. 
• This DIVERSITY of gifts is intended to fuel UNITY in God’s Kingdom family.
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Diversity is not intended to separate us into groups by our gifting, diversity is meant to unite 
us into a FAMILY.  Each of us is a unique family member using our diverse gifts to participate 
in submitted, intimate relationships, deferring-to and honoring God and one another. 

You have been invited by God INTO His FAMILY!

• You have been invited INTO His LOVE.

• You have been invited INTO INTIMACY.

• You have been brought near as His CHILD.


We need to FIGHT for unity—it does not come easily.

• Adam and Eve’s sin affected ALL of their relationships—with each other AND with God.

Living in this fallen world means that we have inherited the experience of broken relationships 
as well. 
• Regardless of how well my parents did raising me…

• Regardless of how self-sacrificial they were when I was a helpless baby & toddler…

• Regardless of how amazing my mom was during my formative years—and IS today…


All of us experience and exhibit brokenness and unhealthiness in relationships. 
• This tendency toward relational dysfunction can be a huge deterrent to healthy relationships and 

healthy ministry.

• The biggest failures in my life are nearly all failures in relationships.

• And who we are in relationship with others is far more significant than what we say to them 

or do for them. 

Today the Lord is highlighting our diversity—WE ARE DIFFERENT!

• You are created uniquely.

• You are gifted uniquely.

• You are made in God’s image.


And your uniqueness is intended to IMAGE GOD 

So we need to live with our eyes on JESUS!—HE is the image of the invisible God. 
As you walk in your gifts and lovingly pursue intimate, submitted relationship with others, your gifts 
will contribute to a beautiful UNITY in God’s Kingdom Family.


How?

First, GIVE YOURSELF to the loving relationship that Jesus has invited us into!

• PRESS INTO Jesus.

• LEAN INTO the Father.

• SUBMIT to the Spirit.


INHALE in relationship with God—and EXHALE into your relationships around you.

• Walking with others as FULL EQUALS.

• Walking in MUTUAL SUBMISSION with others.

• Walking in DEFERENCE to others.

• Pursuing INTIMACY—transparency and trust with others.


There is no place for disconnected, lone-rangers in God’s family! 
• God Himself IS a communion of diverse, unique, connected persons.

• Today, let’s pursue the same fellowship and connection with God.

• And let's allow God to lead us into the same fellowship and connection with each other.

Allowing the diversity of this Family to fuel our unity.



